Abstract. This article shows that, so called, general Green-Taylor solutions, also called Taylor solutions or eddy solutions of the 2d Navier Stokes equations are also exact solutions to approximate deconvolution models of turbulence. Thus these special structures in flows exist as exact features in the models studied and their persistence / transient behavior is exactly determined by their stability not by the effects of modelling or truncation errors.
1. Introduction. Consider the 2d Navier-Stokes equations 1 (NSE ) under 2π periodic boundary conditions: for Ω = (0, 2π) 2 , t > 0 u t + u · ∇u − ν△u + ∇p = 0 and ∇ · u = 0 (1.1)
One fundamental exact solution of (1.1) is the Green-Taylor vortex. In the simplest case, it is an array of signed vortices which decay in place as t increases. 
with pressure p satisfying
is a Taylor solution / eddy solution of the NSE. Walsh [Walsh92] showed that for such a u, ∇ × (u · ∇u) = 0 and thus such a p exists with (u, p) satisfying (1.1). We note that 3d generalizations, corresponding to * This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. The work was partially supported by NSF grant DMS 0810385. The most commonly seen example is λ = n 2 and ψ = cos(nx 1 ) cos(nx 2 ).
For this choice, u(x, t) consists of a checkerboard / rectangular array of +/− vortices which decay in place as t → ∞. Walsh [Walsh92] has shown that much more intricate spacial patterns occur when
gives the example
We prove herein in Section 2 that Taylor / eddy solutions of the NSE are also exact solutions of the general Approximate Deconvolution Model (ADM ) of turbulence (2.1) below, proving that ADMs ' structure allows persistence of a large class of special solutions of the NSE. The spacial structure of the ADM solutions is exactly the same as for Taylor / eddy solutions of the NSE and the decay exponents are slightly larger for the ADM Taylor / eddy solution than for the corresponding NSE Taylor / eddy solution.
2. Approximation deconvolution models of turbulence. Simulation of the pointwise velocity in turbulent flows by solving the NSE (1.1) down to the last persistent scale of motion is not feasible within time and resource constraints in many important applications. The normal approach is instead to derive (approximate) equations for local spacial averages (denoted by u(x, t)) and to solve these for the (approximate) averaged velocities (denoted herein by w(x, t)). The class of models we study herein, Approximate Deconvolution Models (ADMs) were pioneered by Geurts Averaging (1.1) leads to the non-closed Space Filtered NSE
In ADMs an approximate filter inverse / deconvolution operator D is constructed and used to close the SFNSE by uu = (formally) G −1 (u)G −1 (u) ≃ D(u)D(u) . There are several used. We assume the chosen deconvolution operator D can be expressed as 
Significant examples of deconvolution operators where
(2.1)
Here w denotes the resulting approximation of u. By analogy to spectral methods for periodic problems (which are currently the "gold standard" for problems to which they apply), the secondary regularization term χ(w − D(w)) is comparable to spectral vanishing viscosity in damping scales near the cutoff length. The closure model of the nonlinear term ∇ · D(w)D(w) is comparable to the 3/2 rule in providing a more accurate representation of the restriction of the nonlinear term to the resolved scales. An abstract theory of the general ADM is now in place, Stanculescu [S07]. We turn to particular features of ADMs; we prove next that Taylor / eddy solutions of the NSE are also exact solutions of the above general ADM. The spacial structure is exactly the same as for Taylor / eddy solutions of the NSE and the decay exponents are slightly larger for the ADM Taylor / eddy solution than for the corresponding NSE Taylor / eddy solution.
T 2.1. If u(x, t) = e −νλt φ(x) is a Taylor / eddy solution of the NSE then (w, q) where
is a Taylor / eddy solution of the ADM. Further ∇× D(w) · ∇D(w) = 0 so q exists. The energy and enstrophy of Taylor / eddy solutions decay exponentially at the same rates:
, and Enstrophy(t) Enstrophy(0) = λe
−2λνt
Proof. The proof is an extension of the construction in the NSE case. Indeed, we show that ∇ × D(φ) · ∇D(φ) = 0 so the ADM pressure q exists and then it is simple to verify by direct substitution that w(x, t) satisfies 
The claimed decay of energy and enstrophy is directly calculated from the exact solution.
3. Comments. For most families of deconvolution operators the zeroth order member is D = I (i.e., approximate u by u). For this simplest case we have the rate constant
Thus the effect of time relaxation / secondary regularization here is (i) to increase the viscosity coefficient slightly from ν to roughly ν +χδ 2 , and (ii) due to the denominator in the second term, the additional damping acts slightly stronger on larger spacial scales (smaller λ). This seems paradoxical since the intent of time relaxation is to damp smaller scales exponentially in time. We note however that in Taylor / eddy solutions all scales are damped exponentially so a clear conclusion cannot be drawn from this point.
A close look at the above proof shows that the following also holds. T 3.1. If u(x, t) be a 2π periodic solution of the 2d or 3d NSE (1.1) with ∇ × (u · ∇u) = 0. then this same u(x, t) is an exact solution of the ADM (2.1) with χ = 0.
